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ACID, lithic, action of the sun’s rays on; conversion of into oxalic, 512.
—, liquefaction and solidification of, 541.
—, effect of, on the tendrils of plants, 684.
Adams (J. C.), Copley medal awarded to, 773.
Addington (Mr.), letter from, concerning fall of aerolites, 932.
Addison (W.) on some peculiar modifications of the force of cohesion, with reference to the forms and structure of clouds, films and membranes, 560.
Aerolites, fall of, on the coast of Barbary, 932.
Agar (J.) on the resolution of numerical equations, 515.
Air-passages in crocodilia, homologies of, 927.
Air, resistance of, to railway trains, 606.
Airy (G. B.) on the laws of the tides on the coast of Ireland, &c., 539.
—, Royal medal awarded to, 575.
Albumen, hydrated deutoxide of, in the urine, 673.
—, experiments on the freezing of, 906.
Alcohol, absolute, value of, in spirits of different specific gravities, 682.
Alexander (Robert), obituary notice of, 488.
Alimentary canal, contributions to the physiology of, 784; movements of the stomach in different states; greatest movement in the filled stomach and in early digestion, pyloric contractions distinguish the one from the other, diverse movement of the food and of the muscles; demonstration by experiment, 785; two currents in the liquefied food, physiology of intestinal obstructions; fecal vomiting produced by a physical cause; inverted movement not caused by antiperistalsis; artificial occlusion by ligature, 786; vomiting induced; development of axial and reversed currents, 787.
Alkaline bodies secreted by animals, 560.
Alkaloids, artificial, nitrogenous principles of vegetables, the sources of, 840; methods of obtaining, derivable from coal, product obtained from horne-
Atmosphere, retrograde movements in the tides of, 934.—
humid condition of, 990.
Atmospheric tide, lunar, 663.
Attraction, universal law of, as a particular case of approximation, &c., 891.
Aurora borealis seen Nov. 1848, 790; appearance of elliptic ring and radiant beams, meteors visible; disturbance of magnetic needle; red tints caused by the moon’s light, 791.—
seen Nov. 17, 1848, 809; electrical action during, extraordinary coronary apex, 810; fall of rain and change of wind caused by, 811. —
seen at Montreal, Aug. 1849, 911.
Azote, ozone a constituent of, 508.

Baggs, (J.) on the disruptive discharge of accumulated electricity, and the proximate cause of lightning, 731.
Baily (Francis), obituary notice of, 524.
Bainbridge (Col.), an account of a practicing pocket sextant, 563.
Bakerian lecture, by W. R. Grove, 657.—
by Mr. Faraday, 780, 994.—
by Professor Graham, 897.
Bands, seen in the spectrum, theory of, 795, 796.
Barlow (Admiral Sir R.), obituary notice of, 527.
Barlow, (P.W.), investigation of the power consumed in overcoming the inertia of railway trains, and of the resistance of the air to the motion of railway trains at high velocities, 606.
Barlow (W.H.) on the existence of alternating diurnal currents of electricity at the terrestrial surface, &c., and their connection with the diurnal variation of the horizontal magnetic needle, 682; postscript, 727.
Barometer, ranges of, on board the Alfred in the river Plate, 509.—
movements of, connexion with winds, 556.—
aﬀected by moon’s declination, 560.—
changes in, during moon’s passage over the meridian, 663.
Barometry, essays on, 548.
Bases, metallic, law of development of heat during substation, 732.—
obtained by putrefaction; volatile organic, always found on the generation of ammonia, 842.
Basevi (G.), obituary notice of, 582.
Basic substitutions, thermal changes in, 497.
Beck (T. S.) on the nerves of the uterus, 562.
Beck (T. S.), royal medal awarded to, 575.
Beechey (F. W.), report of experiments made on the tides in the Irish Sea, on the similarity of the tidal phenomena of the Irish and English Channels, &c., 743.—
Report upon further observations of the tides of the English Channel, &c., with remarks upon the laws by which the tidal streams of the English Channel and German Ocean appear to be governed, 817.
Bees’ wax, cerotic acid in, difference between that of Europe and Ceylon, 749.
Belemnite, interesting specimen of; structures in, heretofore undetected, 747; entirely distinct from the belemnoteuthis, 747, 920.
Belemmites, description of, 505; structure and affinities of, 506.—
and other fossil remains of cephalopoda, observations on, 746, 920.
Belemnoteuthis, phragmocone of, comparison and difference between that of belemnite, 747, 920.
Beneke (W.) on the physiology and pathology of phosphate and oxalate of lime, and their relation to the formation of cells, 979.
Benzoline, a new organic salt-base, 555.
Béron (P.), les causes du magnétisme terrestre prouvées, 978.
Berthon, (E. L.), description of the hydrostatic log, 919.
Benzelius (J. J.), obituary notice of, 872.
Bessel (F. W.), obituary notice of, 644.
Birds, motion in the spine of, 605.—
structure and development of liver in, 694.
Bishop (J.) on the physiology of the human voice, 624.
Bismuth, electro-magnetic experiments with, 742.—
magnetic properties of; vibrations of crystals of in the magnetic field; magne-crystallic axis of; effect when immersed in water or solution of sulphate of iron, 780; extra magnets affect the position; the line or axis of magnecrystallic force, 781.
Blair (D.), remarks having reference to the earthquake felt in Demarara in August 1844, 542.
Bleaching principle, new, produced by combustion, and properties of, 543.
Blood corpuscles, changes in, 544; of insects and the vertebrata compared, 546.
Blood corpuscle, phases of development of, 558; iron in, 559.
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Blood corpuscles, red, function of, 677.
Blood, structure and development of, 544.
——, experiments on, 678; existence of lactate in, 678.
——, galvanic currents existing in, 732; blood vessels compared to magnets, 733.
——, its course in the fetus, 734.
Boole (G.) on a new method of analysis, 499.
——, royal medal awarded to, 522.
Booth (J.) on the application of the theory of elliptic functions to the rotation of a rigid body round a fixed point, 797.
Bostock (J.), obituary notice of, 636.
Bouvard (M.), notice of, 478.
Bowman (E.) on the measurement of distances by the telescope, 510.
Bowring (J. C.), remarks on the amalgamation of silver ores in Mexico, with an account of some new combinations of copper, oxygen and chlorine, 509.
Brain, the sole centre of the human nervous system, 753; instinctive actions not independent of; diseases of, often referred to the spinal chord, 754.
Breathing, costal and abdominal, difference between; in health and disease, and in the two sexes; hesitating, characteristics of, 692.
Brinton, (W.), contributions to the physiology of the alimentary canal, 784.
Brodie (B. C.), chemical researches on the nature of wax, 748.
——, on the chemical nature of a wax from China, 754.
——, on the chemical nature of wax, Part III.; on myrcine, 767.
——, on the condition of certain elements at the moment of chemical change, 967.
Brongniart (A.), obituary notice of, 718.
Bronwin (Rev. B.), on the integration of linear differential equations, 802.
——, on the solution of linear differential equations, 937.
——, on the automatic registration of magnetometers and other meteorological instruments, by photography, 657, 851.
Brougham (Lord), experiments and observations upon the properties of light, 900.
Bulimi, on the geographical distribution of, and on the modification of their calcifying functions according to the local physical conditions in which the species occur, 947; distinct typical character of the shells of; area of distribution, three-fifths inhabit the western, two-fifths the eastern hemisphere; equable temperature and abundant vegetable matter most favourable to calcification, 948; distinction between those of different countries, 949.
Burnett (Sir W.), on the effects produced by poisonous fish on the human frame, 609.
Butter, variation in the acids of, 749.

Carapace, development and homologies of; cartilaginous basis of the neural and costal plates developed in the substance of the derm, 792; those which ossify from independent centres homologous with those of the crocodile, 793.
Carbonate of lime, an ingredient of seawater, 828; experiments to test its presence; most abundant near coasts, 829; incrustation of boilers of steam-vessels contains more of sulphate than carbonate, 830.
Carbonic acid, a solvent in the process of vegetation, 673; conveys certain compounds from the soil into the interior of plants, 674; its decomposition in the leaves of plants, 687.
Carbon, secretion of, by animals, 509.
——, of gas retorts, applied as the negative plate in the nitric acid voltaic battery; action of, superior to that of platinum; greater cheapness of, 928.

Carbonic oxide, produced from carbonic acid, 638.
Cardiac fascia, 676.
Carlisle (N.), obituary notice of, 706.
Carpenter (W. B.) on the mutual relations of the vital and physical forces, 989.
Carpue (J. C.), obituary notice of, 638.
Cassini (J. D.), obituary notice of, 582.
Catalysis, affects phenomena of decomposition of water, 658.
Cells, physiology and pathology of phosphates and oxalate of lime, and their relation to the formation of cells; phosphate of lime essential to the formation of cells, its absence a cause of disease, its internal administration curative, artificial production of cells, 979; oxalic acid the solvent of phosphates and cause of disease, 980.
Cephalopoda, fossil remains of, 746, 920; three genera of, in the oolite of Wiltshire, 748, 920.
Cerotine, formula and analyses of, 755.
Cerin, investigation of the properties of,
748; cerotic acid in; preparation and analysis of the acid; converted by chlorine into a gum resin, formula of, 749.

Cerotic acid, found in all European bees’ wax, not in Ceylon wax; analogous fact as regards volatile acid of butter, 749.

Chalk, fossil foraminifera in, 627.

Chelonia, development and homologies of the carapace and plastron of, 792.

Chemical change, on the condition of certain elements at the moment of combining properties due to chemical polarity, double decomposition the true type of all chemical action, remarkable case of formation of oxygen, 967.

— types, Dumas’ memoirs on, 482.

Chile, astronomical, meteorological and seismometrical observations in, 991.

Chlorine, new combinations of, 509.

Christie (J. R.) on the use of the barometric thermometer for the determination of relative heights, 597.

Chylosurine, on the so-called, 931.

Circulation, conditions of, 733; indications of galvanic currents in, 733.

Claudet (A.) on the non-coincidence of the focus of the photogenic rays with that of the visual rays of the solar spectrum, 513.

— on different properties of solar radiation, producing or preventing a deposit of mercury on silver plates coated with iodine, or its compounds with bromine or chlorine, modified by coloured glass media and the vapours of the atmosphere, 679.

Clerk (H.), an account of the southern magnetic surveying expedition, 596.

Clerke (T. H. S.), obituary notice of, 888.

Clift (W.), obituary notice of, 876.

Clocks, comparison of, for differences of longitude, 788.

Coal, chemical fact bearing on the origin of, 842.

Cohesion, modifications of the force of, 590.

Colour, change of, in a negro, 623.

Comet, of 1844, 1845, on the, 600.

Compass, relative dynamic value of the degrees of, 626.

Compasses, working of, on board iron steamer Pluto, 749; precautions to be observed in their correction; adjustment for local attraction alike effectual in southern and northern latitudes, 750.

Cooper (S.), obituary notice of, 983.

Copley medals awarded to Mous. J. B. Dumas, 481; Carlo Matteucci, 522.

Th. Schwann, 576; U. J. J. Le Verrier, 635; Sir J. F. W. Herschel, 702; J. C. Adams, 775; Sir R. I. Murchison, 871; P. A. Hansen, 1009.

Copper, new combinations of, 509.

Corpuscles of the blood, development and functions of, 546.

— venous and arterial yield different matters, 677.

Crocodilian reptiles, on the communications between the tympanum and palate in; distinct system of superadded eustachian canals in, 927.

Crops, on the rotation of, 551.

Crust of the earth, changes in, improved hypothesis of, 659.

Cumberland, meteorology of; quantity of rain in lake districts, 757, 816; mild temperature, 816, 952.

Curr (J.) on the temperature of steam and its corresponding pressure, 941.

Currents, in the blood, generation of by galvanism, 734.

Curves, diamagnetic, 594.

Cuvierian fold, newly-discovered portion of the pericardium, 844.

Cyanogen, analysis and decomposition of the compounds of, 599.

Daguereotype plates, their sensitiveness restorable, 681.

Dalrymple (J.), description of an infusory animalcule allied to the genus Notomata of Ehrenberg, 800.

Dalton (J.), obituary notice of, 528.

Damoisau (Baron de), obituary notice of, 649.

Daniell (J. F.) and Miller (W. A.) on the electrolysis of secondary compounds, 504.

Daniell (J. F.), obituary notice of, 577.

Darwin (R. W.), obituary notice of, 883.

Daubeney, G. C. B., memoir on the rotation of crops, and on the quantity of inorganic matter abstracted from the soil by different plants, &c., 551.

Davy (J.), miscellaneous observations on animal heat, 496.

— on the action of the sun’s rays on lithic acid, 512.

— on the temperature of man, 564.

— on carbonic acid as a solvent in the process of vegetation, 673.

— on carbonate of lime as an ingredient of sea-water, 828.

— on the temperature of man within the tropics, 946.

Dealtry (Rev. W.), obituary notice of, 707.

De Blainville (H. M. D.), obituary notice of, 1011.
De la Rive (A.), Quelques recherches sur l'arc voltaïque; et sur l'influence qu'exerce le magnétisme, soit sur cet arc, soit sur les corps qui transmettent les courants électriques discontinus, 659.

———, remarks on his theory for the physical explanation of the diurnal variation of the magnetic declination, 821.

De Morgan (A.) on a point connected with the dispute about the invention of fluxions, 599.

Desquamation and change of colour in a negro, 623.

Dove (H. W.), maps of monthly isothermal lines, 864.

Dew-point, observations on, compared and examined, 741.

———, equal temperature of at different places, 946; relation of the air and evaporation temperatures to the temperature of, 953.

Diamagnetics, 567, 593.

———, their action on each other insensible; effects of compression of, 742.

———, polar or other condition of; difference of magnetic and diamagnetic polarity, of bisnuth and other metals, results referable to induced currents, 929; effects of time on currents induced in the mass; relation to the phenomena of revulsion, 930.

Digestion, fctal, peculiarities of, 626.

Disease, urine affected by, 608.

Distances, measurement of by the telescope, 510.

Dollond (John), bust of, 482, 520.

Drach (A. M.), a practical exposition of the application of the law of mortality, 601.

Dresser (G.) on the application of carbon deposited in gas retorts as the negative plate in the nitric acid voltaic battery, 928.

Dumas (J. B.), Copley medal awarded to, 481.

Dynamical stability, on, and on the oscillations of floating bodies, 955.

Earth, figure and primitive formation of, 659.

———, radiation of heat from, at night, 664.

———, mean density of, discrepancies in, observation of explained, 668.

Earthquake, slight shock of, in Channel Islands, 498.

———, in Demarara, 542.

———, observations on, 993, 994.

East (Right Hon. Sir E. H.), obituary notice of, 708.

Eclipse of the sun, 560.

Edmonds (R.) on extraordinary oscillations of the sea, with an account of some observations in Mount's Bay, 902.

——— the calling of the sea, 908.

Eggs, freezing of the albumen of; vital power of fresh eggs, old or injured eggs most easily frozen, different effect of the freezing point on, vitality of uninjured by mechanical causes, freezing facilitated by liquefaction of the albumen, 906; intense cold without freezing innocuous, 907.

Electricity, muscular, affected by chemical actions, 556.

Electric current, physiological action of, 629.

———, variation of, in passage through nerves, 629.

———, inverse, phenomena of, relation between the intensity and physiological effects, 679.

———, terrestrial, connected with the diurnal variation, 683; postscript, 727.

Electric telegraph, needles spontaneously deflected, 682.

Electric tension, apparatus for exalting, 731.

Electric fluid, the existence of more than one denied, 625.

———, the phlogiston of former chemists, 630.

———, the coercitive agent of cohesion, 911.

Electricity, experimental researches in, 567, 592; influence on light, 569.

———, voltaic, means of etching by, 601.

———, negative, phenomena of repulsion, 630.

———, tension of, may be registered, 663.

———, its action in solar radiation, 682.

———, atmospheric, its effects on telegraph instruments, 683.

———, disruptive discharge of; experiments to determine the causes of, 731.

——— and nervous force, analogy between, 904.

———, supposed cause of extraordinary oscillations of the sea, 962.

———, experiments to test its relation to gravity, 905.

Electro-culture of farm crops, 690.

Electrodynamometer, description of, 863.

Electrogenic, a condition of the nervous system, exhibited in frogs, 667.

———, laws of, 674, 675.

Electro-magnet, its influence on bodies transmitting discontinuous electric currents, 660.
Electro-magnet, its action on the voltaic arc, 660.
Electro-physiological researches, 555.
— — — — , 5, 6, 7 and 8th series, 678.
— — — — , 7th series, 902: nervous filaments not capable of acting as electrics, 902; electric current acts on the nervous force of currents in muscular fibre; different conductivity of nerve and muscle; strongest contractions in the muscles of animals longest killed, 903; caused by repose of the muscle, speedy exhaustion under stimulants the only consequence of separation from nervous centres; analogy between electricity and nervous force, contraction produced by direct current; pain produced by inverse current, nervous force circumferential or central according to direction of electric current, 904.
— — — — , the cause of contraction an electrical phenomenon developed in the act of contraction; demonstration and disequilibrium, 968.
Electrostatics. Franklin’s theory of, explained, 630.
Electrotelegraphic determination of longitude, 1005.
Elliot, (Capt. C. M.), letter to Lieut.-Col. Sabine, on the magnetic survey of the Indian Archipelago, 908.
Elliptic functions, theory of, applied to the rotation of a rigid body round a fixed point, 797.
Endosmose, in plants, unaffected by heat or light, 685.
— — — — , relation of, to diffusibilities, 900.
England, meteorology of, during the years 1847, 1848 and 1849, 945; equal temperature of the dew-point, and equal amount of water in the atmosphere, at different places, 946.
Entozoon folliculorum, researches into the structure of, 495.
Epidermis, growth and development of, 563.
Equations, numerical, resolution of, 515.
— — Mr. Boole’s method of solution of, 529.
— — limits of the roots of, new method of finding, 630.
— — linear differential, solution of, 687.
— — linear differential, equation of, 802.
— — infinite differences and linear differential, general methods in analysis for the resolution of, 814.
— — numerical, analysis of, 854.
— — linear differential, on the solution of, 937.
Erythrelic acid, 736.
Erythric acid, 736.
Ether, orsellic, and erythric methyl, 736.
Ethylamine and its compounds, 905.
Evernia prunastri, 737.
Evernic acid, 737.
Fairbairn, (W.), an experimental inquiry into the strength of wrought iron plates and riveted joints as applied to ship-building, 968.
Faraday (M.), analysis of sea-water, 476.
— — on the liquefaction and solidification of bodies generally existing as gases, 540; additional remarks, 547.
— — experimental researches in electricity, 19th series; on the magnetization of light, and the illumination of magnetic lines of force, 567.
— —, 20th series, on new magnetic actions, and on the magnetic condition of all matter, 592.
— —, Rumford medal awarded to, 635.
— —, royal medal awarded to, 655.
— —, 22nd series, on the crystalline polarity of bismuth and other bodies, and on its relation to the magnetic form of force, 780.
— —, 23rd series, on the polar or other condition of diamagnetic bodies, 929.
— —, 24th series, on the possible relation of gravity to electricity, 994.
— —, 25th series, on the magnetic and diamagnetic condition of bodies, 995.
— —, 26th series, on magnetic conducting power and atmospheric magnetism, 998.
Fermat’s theorem of polygonal numbers, extension of the principle of, 922.
Fielding (G. H.), observations on the heights of the thermometer and barometer made at Lenham Lodge, in June 1846, 625.
Fish, poisonous, effects of, 609.
— —, ganoid and placoid, microscopic structure of the scales and dermal teeth of, 837; the enamel a compound structure composed of ganoin and kosmine; instances in which the ganoid and placoid merge into each other; ganoid scales consist of osseous lamellae, dermal appendages useful in determining allied species and affinities, 838.
Fishes, structure and development of the scales and bones of, 969; scales composed of two calcareous and one membranous laminae, 970; cartilaginous origin of the bones; resemblance of the processes of calcification; near affinities of bone, dentine, ganoin, &c, 971.
Fitzgerald and Vesey (Lord), obituary notice of, 485.
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Fleming (G. O.) on motion in the lumbar division of the spine in birds, 605.
Flint, fossil foraminifera in, 627.
Floating bodies, on the oscillations of, 954.
Fluid, absorption of, by plants, 502.
Fluids, electric and magnetic, supposed properties of, 511.
 Fluxions, dispute about the invention of, 599.
Foraminifera, fossil remains of, in chalk and flint, 627.
Forbes (J. D.), royal medal awarded to, 478.
— on the viscous theory of glacier motion, 550, 595, 603.
—, an attempt to establish by observation the plasticity of glacier ice, 595.
—, illustrations of the viscous theory of glaciers, 603.
Forces, vital and physical, on the relations of; assimilation transformations, maintenance of living organisms, different modes of one and the same force, 989; nervous force correlated to electricity, light, heat, chemical affinity and mechanical motion, heat and the organizing forces correlated, 990.
Forms, membranous, arising from physical causes, 560.
Formula, for the elastic force of vapours, discussed and modified, 739.
Forster (E.), obituary notice of, 885.
Fownes (G.) on the existence of phosphoric acid in rocks of igneous origin, 598.
—, account of the artificial formation of a vegeto-alkali, 542.
— on benzoline, a new organic salt base obtained from oil of bitter almonds, 555.
— on the value of absolute alcohol in spirits of different specific gravity, 682.
—, obituary notice of, 882.
Fractures, effects of on the urine, 608.
Franklin (Sir J.), thanks voted for the aid of U.S. government in the search for; President’s letter thereupon, 828.
Frog, tongue of, microscopical examination of, 751; papillae, structure and description of; capillary vessels, nerves and muscular fibres in; the neurovascular area in; difference of papillae, conical papillae, those of touch, fungiform, of taste, hypoglossal of motion, 925; division of either pair causes death, more speedily in summer than in winter; structure changed on division of one nerve only, disappearance of the nerve fibres, their integrity dependent on nutrition, 925.
Frog, influence of physical agents on the development of, 949.
Fucusol, obtained from sea weeds, conversion into fucusine, 940.
Furfuroamide, 543.
Furfurol, chemical composition and properties of, 542.

Galloway (T.) on the proper motion of the solar system, 670.
—, royal medal awarded to, 772.
Galvanic currents, in the blood, 732; importance of in physiological and pathological inquiry, 734.
Galvanism, in the muscles, origin of, 734.
Ganglia of the virgin uterus, 661.
Gases, liquefaction and solidification of, 540, 547; behaviour under pressure, 541, 542.
—, on the motion of, 848; relation in the transpirability of different gases; transpiration velocity of hydrogen double that of nitrogen—identity between carbonic oxide and nitrogen; oxygen and nitrogen transpire in equal weights, 849; transpiration time of carbonic acid inversely proportional to its density time of transpiration according to density; resistance of capillary tube; velocity diminished by rarefaction, increased by density, 850; flow of coal gas in pipes, influenced by temperature, 851.
—, magnetic condition of, 997.
Gassiot (J. P.), description of an extensive series of the water battery, &c., 500; additional note on, 507.
Gas voltaic battery, 557; new form of, 558.
Gay-Lussac (J. L.), obituary notice of, 1013.
Geology, physical, researches on, 659.
Gillies (Lieut. S. M.), letter to Lieut.-Col. Sabine, on the U.S. astronomical expedition, 990.
—, an account of astronomical observations proposed to be made in South America, 768.
Glaciers, viscous theory of, 550–595; motion of, 603.
Glaisher (J.) on the amount of the radiation of heat, at night, from the earth, and from various bodies placed on or near the surface of the earth, 663.
Glaisher (J.) on the corrections necessary to be applied to meteorological observations made at particular periods, in order to deduce from them monthly means, 743.
—— on the reduction of the thermometrical observations made at the apartments of the Royal Society, from the year 1774 to 1781, and from 1787 to 1843, 820, 925.
——, sequel to a paper on the reduction of the thermometrical observations made at the apartments of the Royal Society, with an appendix, 926.
—— on the meteorology of England during the years 1847, 1848 and 1849, 945.
Glass, flint, on the annealing of; colour of removable, 750.
Glottis, movements of, during vocalization, 624; acoustic relations of, 625.
Goodman (J.) on a new and practical form of voltaic battery of the highest powers, in which potassium forms the positive element, 631.
Goodsir (J.) on the supra-renal, thymus, and thyroid bodies, 596.
Governor's grant, £1000, for the encouragement of science, 861.
Graham (Thos.) on the motion of gases, p. 2, 848.
—— on the diffusion of liquids, 897.
——, supplementary observations on the diffusion of liquids, 980.
Gravitation, universal law of, as a particular case of approximation, &c., 831.
Gravity, possible relation of to electricity, 994; experiments with falling cylinders, with a helix, with a simultaneous rise and fall, negative results, 995.
Gray (J. L.) on the development of the retina and optic nerve, and of the membranous labyrinth and auditory nerve, 912.
Grove (W. R.) on the gas voltaic battery, voltaic action of phosphorus, sulphur, and hydrocarbons, 557.
—— on certain phenomena of voltaic ignition, and on the decomposition of water into its constituent gases by heat, 657.
——, royal medal awarded to, 702.
——, on the effect of surrounding media on voltaic ignition, 783.
—— on the direct production of heat by magnetism, 826.
Guano, lithic acid in, converted into oxalate, 512; difference of African and South American, 513.
Hail, a result of meteoric phenomena, 811.

Haile (J. C.) on the comet of 1844-45, 600.
Hailstone (Rev. J.), obituary notice of, 711.
Halford (Sir H., Bart.), obituary notice of, 524.
Hall (Capt. Basil), obituary notice of, 526.
Hall (M.), researches into the effects of certain physical and chemical agents on the nervous system, 667, 674.
Hamilton (Sir W.), theory of quaternions, 865.
Hargreave (C. J.) on the solution of linear differential equations, 687.
——, royal medal awarded to, 773.
——, general methods in analysis for the resolution of linear equations in finite differences and linear differential equations, 814.
Haukton (Sir G. C.) on the relative dynamic value of the degrees of the compass; and of the cause of the needle resting in the magnetic meridian, 626.
——, obituary notice of, 884.
Havana, hurricane at, account of, 674.
Hay (W. J.) on the protection of iron from oxidation, and from becoming foul when it is exposed to the action of sea and other waters, 754.
Heale (J. N.) on galvanic currents existing in the blood, 732.
Hearn (G. W.) on the cause of the discrepancies observed by Mr. Baily, with the Cavendish apparatus for determining the mean density of the earth, 668.
Heart, on the nervous system of, 675, 789.
Heat, produced by condensation of air, 518; determined by basic substitutions, 523.
——, new theory of, 604.
——, radiation of, at night, from the earth's surface, and from various bodies placed on or near it, 664.
——, disengaged during metallic substitutions, 752.
——, generated in wires by voltaic currents; less with hydrogen than with other gases, independent of the specific heat of gases or liquids, 783; dependent on molecular character, 784.
——, direct production of, by magnetism, 826.
——, on the mechanical equivalent of; relation of, to the expenditure of
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force; measure of expended force and evolved heat, 839.
Heat, comparative loss of, by eggs under freezing, 906.
—, its correlation to the nervous forces, 989.
Heberden (W.), obituary notice of, 576.
Heights, determination of, in the Alps, 598.
Henderson (T.), obituary notice of, 530.
Hennessy (H.), researches on physical geology, p. 1. The figure and primitive formation of the earth, 659.
—, p. 2, 807; the pressure of the shell and nucleus at their surface of contact; the variation of gravity at the earth's surface; the laws of density of the shell and nucleus, 807; the forms of the strata of the shell; the principal moments of inertia of the earth; on the existence of a solid nucleus within the earth; the directions of the fissures in the shell which might be produced by the action of pressures, 808; on the existence of a zone of least disturbance in the shell, 809.
Henry (T. H.) on the compounds of tin and iodine, 565.
Hepatic ducts, microscopical examination of the contents of; whole and fragmentary cells and oil globules found in; cells of the hepatic parenchyma analogous to the secretory corpuscles of the pancreas, &c.; are converted into bile, 769.
—, development of, 696.
Herschel (Sir J. F. W.), report on extinction of solar rays, 473.
—, Αμφίβολον (No. 1), on a case of superficial colour presented by a homogenous liquid internally colourless, 547.
—, Αμφίβολον (No. 2), on the epipelic dispersion of light, &c., 549.
—, Copley medal awarded to, 702.
—, on the algebraic expression of the number of partitions, of which a given number is susceptible, 950.
Higginbottom (J.), researches to determine the number of species and the mode of development of the British Triton, 669.
—, on the influence of physical agents on the development of the Tadpole, of the Triton and the Frog, 949.
Higgs (J.), meteorological register kept at Trincomalee, in 1843-44, 511.
Hofmann (A. W.), researches respecting the molecular constitution of the volatile organic bases, 904.
Homersham (S. C.), an account of some observations made on the depth of rain which falls in the same localities at different altitudes, in the hilly districts of Lancashire, Cheshire and Derbyshire, 759; some remarks on, by J. F. Miller, 794.
Hope (Dr. T. C.), obituary notice of, 525.
Hoskins (S. E.), account of a slight shock of an earthquake felt in the Channel Islands, 498.
Howard (L.) on the barometrical variation as affected by the moon's declination, 560.
Hurricane at the Havana, account of, 674.
Hutchinson (J.), researches on the function of the intercostal muscles and on the respiratory movements, with some remarks on muscular power in man, 601, 760.
Huxley (H.) on the anatomy and affinities of the family of the Medusae, 832.
Hydrocarbons, voltaic action of, 557.
Hydrogen, cooling effects of, in cases of volatil ignition, 789.
Hydrostatic log, description of; speed of ships registered by a column of mercury, 919.
Hygrometry, essays on, 548.
Hyleosaurus, on the osteology of, 804; confirmation of views on the structure and habits of, 806.
—, on a dorsal dermal spine of, 957.
Hyssop, of scripture, on the, 510.
Ice, plasticity and movement of, 596.
—, movement of, 603.
Iguanodon, structure of the jaws and teeth of; discovery of dentary bone of, 737; symphysis, peculiar construction of, 758; results of comparisons; organization of, 759.
—, additional observations on the osteology of, 804; confirmation of views on the structure and habits of, 806.
Indian Archipelago, magnetic survey of, 908.
Induced contractions, 678.
Insects, reproduction of lost parts in, 516.
—, structure and development of liver in, 693.
Intestines, albuminous matter in, 627.
Iris, muscularity of, 607; proved by galvanism, 608.
Irish Sea, tides in, misunderstood; consequences of, 744.
Iron of ships, electro-chemical action in, and foulness of, prevented by a varnish, 754.
Iron plates, wrought, experimental inquiry into the strength of, and of riveted joints as applied to ship-building; equal strength with or across the fibre, 560; strength of double-riveted joints; comparison with different kinds of timber; superior strength of iron; best form of angle irons; increased strength of drawn bars, 961.

Isothermal maps, 864.

Jacobi (M. H.) on the reabsorption of the mixed gases in a voltameter, 667.

Jets, pulsation of, 510.

Johnson (P. N.), description of a process for extracting the palladium which exists in combination with gold, 622.

Johnson (E.), magnetical experiments on board H.M. iron steam-vessel, Bloodhound, 727.

Johnston (Sir A.), obituary notice of, 881.

Joints, anatomy and physiology of vascular fringes in, 621.

Jones (C. H.) on the secretory apparatus and functions of the liver, 600.

—— on the structure and development of the liver, 693.

Jones (H. B.), contributions to the chemistry of the urine; on the variations in the alkaline and earthy phosphates in the healthy state, and on the alkaleness of the urine from fixed alkali, 561.

——, p. 2, on the variations in the alkaline and earthy phosphates in disease, 608.

—— on a new substance occurring in the urine of a patient with mollities ossium, 673.

——, royal medal awarded to, 702.

—— on the chemistry of the urine; on the variations of the acidity of the urine in health; on the simultaneous variations of the amount of uric acid and the acidity of the urine in a healthy state; variations of the sulphates in the urine in the healthy state; and on the influence of sulphuric acid, sulphur and the sulphates; on the sulphates in the urine, 706, 707.

——, appendix on the influence of medicines on the acidity of the urine, 825.

——, paper 4, on the so-called chylous urine, 930.

—— on the variations of the sulphates and phosphates in the urine in disease, 958.

——, second appendix to a paper on the variations of the acidity of the urine in health, 959.

Jones (T. W.), the blood corpuscle considered in its different phases of development in the animal series, 558.

——, microscopical examination of the contents of the hepatic ducts, 700.

Joule (J. P.) on the mechanical equivalent of heat, 839.

—— on the changes of temperature produced by the rarefaction and condensation of air, 517.

Keeling of ships, compass deviated by, 727.

Keely (G. W.), determinations of the magnetic inclination and force in the British Provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, in the summer of 1847, 751.

Kelly (W.) on the connection between the winds of the St. Lawrence and the movements of the barometer, 556.

Kirby (Rev. W.), obituary notice of, 1023.

Knight (H. G.), obituary notice of, 639.

Kupffer (A.) on the establishment of a central physical observatory at St. Petersburg, 907.

Kyook Phyoo, curious phenomenon near, 627.

Labyrinth, membranous, development of, 912.

Latnam (Dr. John), biographical notice of, 485.

Leaves of plants, influence of light on; exhalation of, under coloured glasses, 686.

Lee (E.), the brain, the sole centre of the human nervous system, 753.

Lee (R.) on the nervous ganglia of the uterus, 566.

——, further researches on the nervous system of the uterus, 609.

—— on the ganglia and nerves of the virgin uterus, 601.

—— on the nervous system of the heart, 675, 789, postscript.

Le Verrier (U. J. J.), Copley medal awarded to, 635.

Lichens, proximate principles of; red dyes obtained from, experiments on, 785; crystals obtained from; extracted colouring matters of, may be made portable, 797.

——, examination of the proximate principles of; gyrophora putulata, 811; gyrophoric acid; lecanora tartarea; brom-ocrine, 812; beta ocrine; quin- tonitrated erythromannite; detonating properties, 813.
INDEX.

Light, epipolic dispersion of; character of, 549.
—, elliptic polarization of, 557.
—, magnetization of, 567.
—, various effects of, in photogenic operations, 681.
—, its influence on aquatic plants, 685; on leaves, 686.
—, polarized influence of magnetism on, 741.
—, rays, rotation of; passed through quartz and heavy glass; greater in one direction than the other, 741.
—, new case of the interference of; caused by oil of sassafras, anise, cassia; production of dark bands; formula for, 756; effects of doubly refracting media; indices determinable, 757.
—, zodiacal, instrument for measuring, 761.
—, experiments and observations on the properties of, 900; the flexion of pencils or beams proportionate to the breadth of coloured fringes; fringes, more than three and very numerous; deflexion and inflexion more or less easy after the first flexion; inflexion and deflexion of bodies, results of; alternative disposition communicated by flexion, strongest nearest the first bending body; variations of the fringes, 901; deflexion fringes decrease, inflexion fringes increase with distance from direct rays; increase caused by the joint action of two bodies, 902.

Lightning, proximate cause of, 731.
Lille, St. Léonard de, de l'éducation des animaux, 511.

Liquid, colourless, superficial colour presented by, 547.

Liquids, on the diffusion of, 897; the diffusion cell; diffusibility of various substances; generally equal in isomorphous compounds; low diffusibility of albumen, 898; independent diffusion of mixed salts; production of chemical decompositions; mutual diffusibility of salts; numerical relations of diffusibilities, 899; bearing on the study of endosmose, 900.
—, supplementary observations on; similar diffusibility of isomorphous salts, 980; hydrogen, nitric, sulphuric, chlorine, acetic, and sulphurous acids, &c.; times of diffusion of, 982, 989.

Liver, secretory apparatus and function of, 600.
—, structure and development of, 693;
in polypi and in insects; parenchymatous portion of, 693; in reptiles, birds and mammalia, 694.

London, relative temperature of, high in winter, low in summer, due to the vicinity of the Thames, 927.

Longitude, determination of difference of by magnetic telegraph; clocks 200 miles apart compared, 787; elimination of errors, 788.

Loomis (E.), on the determination of the difference of longitude, by means of the magnetic telegraph, 787.

Lowe (E.), observations on two hundred and eighty-seven thunderstorms made at Highfield house, near Nottingham, during the last nine years, 957.

Ludlow (J. O. E.), an account of the observation of the total eclipse of the sun on Dec. 21, 1843, 560.

Macaire (Prof.) on the direction assumed by plants during their growth, 684.

Maccullogh (J.), obituary notice of, 712.
Mace, the, belonging to the Royal Society, history of, 612.

Macintosh (Charles), obituary notice of, 486.

Magnetical experiments on board H.M. iron steam-vessel, Bloodhound, 727.

Magnetic and diamagnetic condition of bodies, 995; experiments on gases, 995-6; motions of magnets and diamagnetics differential, 996; action of gases in torsion balance; superior effects of oxygen, 997; conducting power; dependent on position of magnetocrystallic axis, 998.

Magnetic declination, observations on, in Southern Pacific, 507.
—, diurnal variation of, at St. Helena, 664.
—, remarks on De la Rive's theory for the physical explanation of the causes of the diurnal variation of, 821; not uniform at St. Helena throughout the year, 822; contrary in two six-monthly periods; similar results at the Cape of Good Hope, 823; probable causes, 824.

Magnetic force, axial and equatorial, 593.
—, relation to, of bismuth and other bodies, 780.
—, phenomena and motions of metals under the, 855.
—, means adopted for determining the absolute values, secular change, and annual variation of; secular change indicated by monthly results, 942; annual decrease of; annual variation of horizontal force, 943; earth's position
INDEX.

in its orbit, probable cause of periodic change, 944.
Magnetic forces, the thermal separable from the terrestrial, 730.
Magnetic elements of any place deductible from the thermal elements; derivable by simple formulæ, 730; horizontal and vertical intensity of, 730.
Magnetic inclination and force in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, 751.
— intensity, maximum point of, 623.
— meridian, cause of the needle resting in, 626.
Magnetic needle, diurnal variation of, alternate in the northern and southern hemispheres, 664.
— disturbed by aurora borealis, 791.
Magnetic observations at Prague and Milan, 473.
— surveying expedition, account of, 596.
— curves registered by photography, 630.
— survey of the Indian Archipelago, 908.
Magnetic variation, in the Atlantic Ocean, map of, for 1840, 835; its changes more rapid than those in the iron of a ship while changing her geographical position; variable corrections to be applied, 836.
— method of registering, 630, 658, 851.
Magnetism, influence on light and matter, 569.
— cause of discrepancies in the Cavendish apparatus; nature of its influence, 668.
— terrestrial, on; its principle confined to the earth's surface, 730.
— influence of, on polarized light, 741.
— direct production of heat by, 826; molecular friction inferred; magnetoelectric heat eliminated; no thermic effects with silico-borate of lead and non-magnetic metals; nickel and cobalt develop heat in proportion to their magnetic intensity, 826.
— mathematical theory of; hypothesis of two fluids impenetrable; coincidence of formulæ with those of Poisson, 845.
— mathematical theory of, 975.
Magnétisme terrestre, les causes du, prouvées, 978.
Magnetism, atmospheric, 998; arrangement and action of lines of magnetic force in space; conduction polarity; different effects of oxygen and nitrogen; of temperature; movements of the needle affected by the course of the sun, 999; corresponding effects at Hobarton and Toronto; probable centre of action; lines of magnetic force influenced by winds, rain and snow; movement of currents of air by magnetic force, 1000; representation of the phenomena by magnetic apparatus; coincidence of results; effect of cold air on magnetic lines, 1001.
Magneto-, and magnetocristalline force; its action on crystals of bismuth, 780; of antimony, arsenic, osmium, tellurium, titanium, iridium, iron, nickel and others; results with different metals; effect of extra magnets on, 781; nature and difference of; not referable to polarity, 782.
Magnetograph, 663.
Magnetometer, scale and temperature coefficients of the force of, 852.
Magnetometers, and meteorological instruments, automatic registration of, 657.
Magnets, precautions to be observed in their use in correcting ships' compasses, 750.
Mammalia, structure and development of liver in, 694.
Man, temperature of, 564.
— muscular power in, 691, 760.
— temperature of, within the Tropics, 946; higher than in a temperate climate; fluctuations of, reversed; effects of exercise, of sea sickness and a sea voyage, 947.
Mantell (G. A.) on the fossil remains of the foraminifera, discovered in the chalk and flint of the south-east of England, 627.
— observations on some Belemmites and other fossil remains of cephalopodia, discovered in the Oxford clay, &c., 746, 920.
— on the structure of the jaws and teeth of the Iguanodon, 757.
— additional observations on the osteology of the Iguanodon and Hylaeosaurus, 804.
— royal medal awarded to, 872.
— supplementary observations on the structure of the Belemnite and Belennothiæs, 920.
— on the Pelorosaurus, an undescribed gigantic terrestrial reptile, whose remains are associated with those of the Iguanodon and other saurians, in the strata of Tilgate Forest, 921.
— on a dorsal dermal spine of the Hylaeosaurus recently discovered in the strata of Tilgate Forest, 957.
Marshall (J.) on the development and varieties of the great anterior veins in man and mammalia, 842.

Marsupialia, structure of the dental tissues of, 847; teeth of, distinct from those of other mammals; dentinal tubes continued into the enamel; the enamel pulp developed into tubes instead of solid fibres; the enamel and dentine modifications of each other, 848.

Matter, magnetic condition of, 593.

Matteucci (C.), Copley medal awarded to, 522.

——, electro-physiological researches, memoir 1, 555.

—— on the physiological action of the electric current, 4th memoir, 629.

——, electro-physiological researches, 5th, 6th, and 7th series, 678.

——, experiment on the influence of magnetism on polarized light, 741.

——, electro-physiological researches, 7th series, 902.

——, electro-physiological researches, 9th series, 966.

Maunoir (Prof.) on the muscularity of the iris, 607.

M‘Ginn (T.), an account of a remarkable aurora borealis, seen at Montreal on the 13th of August 1849, 911.

Media, physics of, a new theory of heat, 604.

Medicines, influence of, on the acidity of the urine, 825.

Medusæ, anatomy and affinities of, 832; organs found of two distinct membranes; differences of the inner and outer membranes, and in different species, digestive system of; generative organs placed between the two membranes; no indubitable trace of a nervous, or “blood vascular” system, 834; homologies of, 855.

Meeting, special general, concerning the award of the royal medal in 1845, 664*.

Meetings for the election of Fellows, June 9, 1848, 761; June 7, 1849, 827; June 6, 1850, 954.

Membrana tympani, structure of, in the human ear, 968; composed of three layers; functions of the fibrous laminae, circular and radiating; non-muscularity of the fibres; description of the tensor tympani ligament, 969.

Membranes, synovial, structure of, 621.

Metallic salts, experiments with on the evolution of heat, 732.

Metals, magnetic condition of, 593.

——, emit sounds under influence of electro-magnets, 660.

Metals, phenomena and motions of, under influence of magnetic force, 855; become magnetic or diamagnetic in proportion to electro-magnetic power; variations of the movement of repulsion in; transverse movement of between the poles, changed from magnetic to diamagnetic state, due to three different conditions of molecular arrangement, 856.

Meteorological observations, corrections necessary to deduce monthly means from; mean values of, how deduced, 743.

—— —— in India, discussion of, 933; ebb and flow of the atmosphere; retrograde movements, maximum pressure of in coldest months; minimum pressure not in the hottest months, 934; great differences in fall of rain within limited areas; influence and direction of winds, 935.

Meteors, seen during the appearance of aurora borealis, 791.

Mice, experiment on their food, 560.

Milan, magnetic observations at, 475, 542.

Miller (J. F.) on the meteorology of the Lake district of Cumberland and Westmoreland, 757, 816, 952; remarks on Mr. Homersham’s paper, 794.

——, some remarks on a paper, entitled “On the depth of rain,” &c., 794.

—— on the meteorology of the Lake district of Cumberland and Westmoreland, with a continuation of the results of experiments on the fall of rain at various heights, up to 3186 above the sea level, 952.

—— on the relation of the air and evaporation temperatures to the temperature of the dew-point, as determined by Mr. Glaisher’s hygrometrical tables, &c., 953.

Moist-bulb problem; depressions of, examined and compared, 740.

Molecular constitution of volatile organic bases, researches on, 904; equivalents of ammonia replaced by equivalents of compound radicals; modification of basic character by introduction of radicals; means of indefinitely increasing the number of alkaloids; formulas denoting the changes in ammonia; production, duplication and triplication of ethylamine, 905, 906.

—— phenomena produced by electromagnetic action, 661.

Molluscs ossium, a case, during which a new substance occurred in the urine, 673.
Moon, influence of, on atmospheric pressure, 663.
——, the light of, cause of red tints in aurora borealis, 791.
Mortality, practical extension of the law of, 601.
Moseley (Rev. H.) on dynamical stability, and on the oscillations of floating bodies, 954.
Murchison (Sir R.), Copley medal awarded to, 871.
Muscles, action of in breathing, 602.
——, their action during respiration demonstrated by experiment, 691.
——, discharge galvanic force, 733; origin of the galvanism in, 734.
——, cannot be used like metallic wires in chemical decomposition, 902; contractions in, produced by electric currents, 903.
Myriapoda, reproduction of lost parts in, 516.
Myricine, a constituent of bees’-wax, contains palmitic oil, and melissine; melissic acid obtained from the latter; formule and analyses of, 768.
Myoline, in cells of muscular fibrils, 514.

Napier (M.), obituary notice of, 710.
Napier (S.) on a sudden rise and fall of the sea in the dock-yard creek, Malta, 495.
Nebule, observations on, 514.
——, on the, 962; spiral arrangement in; structure of, seen to be more complex with increase of optical power, 964; remarkable annular form of, 965; groups of, 966.
Nerve, optic and auditory, development of, 912; similarity in origin of auditory membrane and retina, 915.
Nerves, of the virgin uterus, 661.
——, found in the muscular structure of the heart, 675; they increase in size; larger on the left than on the right side of the heart, 676; accompany the coronary arteries, 789, 790.
——, pain produced by inverse electric current in, 904.
——, of the Frog, experiments on the section of the glossopharyngeal and hypoglossal, 924.
Nervous ganglia of the uterus, 566.
——, system, conditions induced in, by a voltaic current, 667; effects of certain physical and chemical agents on, 667, 674.
——, of the heart, 675.
——, the brain the sole centre of; action of the gray matter of, 753; a reservoir of nervous power, 754.

Newbold (Lieut.) on the temperature of the springs, wells and rivers of India and Egypt, and of the sea and lands within the Tropics, with a few remarks on M. Boussingault’s mode of ascertaining the mean temperature of equinoctial regions, 502.
Newport (G.), on the reproduction of lost parts in Myriapoda and Insects, 516.
——, on the structure and development of the blood, 544.
——, on the impregnation of the ovum in the Amphibia, 971.
Newton (Sir I.), on his method of finding the limits of the roots of equations, 630.
Newtonian dial, account of, 513.
Nitrification, spontaneous, 601.
Nitroprussides, a new class of salts, 846; reactions produced on yellow prusside of potassium, production of oxamide, distinct character of, coloured precipitates produced by, 846; complex formule of; relation of to ordinary prussides; dibasic, one equivalent of cyanogen replaced by one of nitrous oxide, 847.
Northampton (Lord), address of, June 9, 1848, 762.
Northumberland (Duke of), obituary notice of, 704.
Norton (W. A.), promise of results of a mathematical investigation of a new theory of terrestrial magnetism, 673.
——, on terrestrial magnetism, 730.
Notommata, infusory animalcule allied to, 800.
Numbers, conditions under which they are divisible by the primes, 665.

Observatory, central physical, at St. Petersburg, establishment of, 908.
Ohm (G. S.), his molecular physics, 865.
Oils, produced by the action of sulphuric acid upon various classes of vegetables, 939; fuscosol derived from algae; isomeric with furfurol, 940.
Orcin, 738.
Ores, silver, amalgamation of, 509.
Organic bases, volatile, molecular constitution of, 904.
Orselleastic acid, 736.
Orselliate of baryta, 735.
Orsellie acid, its constituents, 735.
Ouseley (Sir Gore), obituary notice of, 527.
Ovum, impregnation of, in the amphibia, 971; segmentation a proof of impregnation, 972; spermatozoon the agent of impregnation, 973; ovum not penetrated by the spermatozoon, 974; impregnation commenced at the instant of contact; experiments on, with che-
Chemical solutions; effect of spermatozoon related to catalytic action, completion of impregnation by endosmosis, 975.

Oxalic acid, production and effects of, in the animal economy, 980.

Oxamide, production of, from yellow prusside of potassium, 846.

Oxford clay, blemmites and fossil cephalopoda found in, 746, 920.

Oxygen, new combinations of, 509.

—, its condition as ozone, 660.

—, remarkable case of the formation of, 967; loss of, in equal equivalent proportions from decomposing bodies, 968.

—, paramagnetic condition of, 967.

Owen (R.), a description of certain blemmites, preserved, with a great proportion of their soft parts, in the Oxford clay, &c., 565.

—, royal medal awarded to, 636.

—, on the development and homologies of the carapace and plastron of the chelonian reptiles, 792.

—, on the development and homologies of the molar teeth of the wart-hogs (Phacochoerus), with illustrations of a system of notation for the teeth in the class mammalia, 916.

—, on the communications between the tympanum and palate in the crocodilian reptiles, 927.

Ozone, production of, by chemical means, 507; a constituent of azote, 508; a compound of oxygen and hydrogen, 566.

Paget (J.), observations on the freezing of the albumen of eggs, 906.

Palladium, how extracted from gold, 622.

Pare (D.) on the gaseous transformation of water, by means of a pile in two separate compartments, &c., &c., 911.

Pearson (Rev. W.), obituary notice of, 712.

Peel (Sir R.), obituary notice of, 1026.

Pellatt (A.), practical remarks on annealing flint glass, 750.

Pelorosaurus, an undescribed gigantic terrestrial reptile, 921; enormous dimensions of, 923.

Phillips (T.), obituary notice of, 580.

Phosphates, acids transferred from, 504.

—, in urine, causes of, 561; during disease, 608.

Phosphoric acid, existence of, in igneous rocks, 608.

Phosphorus, voltaic action of, 557.

—, excreted by the kidneys, 626.

—, converted into tribasic phosphate of soda during respiration, 677.

Photobarometerograph, 663.

Photoelectrograph, description of, 662.

Photogenic action, focus of, and visual focus non-coincident, 513.

— —, modified by coloured glasses; destroyed by red, orange and yellow rays, 680; nature and differences of, 651.

Photographic instruments, self-registering, 662.

Photography, applied to the registration of magnetic variations, 630, 658, 851.

Picro-erythrine, 736.

Plants, analyses of ashes of, 552, 553, 554.

—, direction assumed by, during their growth; tendrils of, experiments on their curling, 684.

Plastron, homologies and development of, 793.

Platinum, ignited, decomposes water, 658.

—, action of, in recombining gases into water, 667.

Playfair (I.), on the nitroprussides, a new class of salts, 846.

Poisons, effect of, on the tendrils of plants, 684.

Pollock (Sir F.) on certain properties of prime numbers, 604.

—, on certain properties of the arithmetical series whose ultimate differences are constant, 852.

—, on the extension of the principle of Fermat's theorem of the polygonal numbers to the higher order of series whose ultimate differences are constant, &c., 922.

Polygonal numbers, Fermat's principle of, extended to higher order of series, 922.

Polyp, structure and development of liver in, 693.

Porpoise, on the blowhole of, 604; pouches in the head of, 605.

Potassium, the positive element in a voltaic battery of the highest power, 661.

Powell (Rev. B.), on the elliptic polarization of light by reflexion from metallic surfaces, 557.

—, on a new case of the interference of light, 756.

Prague, magnetic term-observations at, 475.

Prichard (W. C.), obituary notice of, 886.

Prime numbers, certain properties of, 664; law of reciprocity of, extensible, 666.

Pring (J. H.) on the process of etching, or engraving, by means of voltaic electricity, 601.

Pseudo-orcin, 737.
INDEX.

Psychrometer, automatic registration of, by photography, 851.
Quaternions, theory of, 865.
Queen Dowager, death of, 897.
Railway trains, power consumed by, 606; resistance of the air to, 607.
Rain, observations of the depth of, in the hilly districts of Lancashire, Cheshire and Derbyshire; greatest fall at the bottom of hills less than 2000 feet high, 759; comparison of different localities, 760.
—, a certain result of meteorig curiosities and iridesences in the sky, 811.
—, great differences in the fall of, within limited areas, 935.
—, gauges, on the mountains of Cumberland and Westmoreland, results determined by, 794, 817.
Rainey (G.), some further observations and experiments illustrative of the cause of the ascent and continued motion of the sap, 502.
—, on the anatomy and physiology of the vascular fringes in joints and the sheaths of tendons, 621.
—, on the structure and use of the ligamentum rotundum uteri, with some observations upon the change which takes place in the structure of the uterus during utero-gestation, 936.
Ranges of the barometer and thermometer, on board H.M.S. Alfred, in the river Plate, in 1842, 509.
Rays, polarized, rotation of, 567; of the spectrum, action of, 569.
—, different effects of, on leaves of plants, 686.
Rees (G. O.) on a function of the red corpuscles of the blood, and on the process of arterialization, 677.
Reeve (L.), on the geographical distribution of the bulimi, a group of terrestrial mollusca; and on the modification of their calcifying functions according to the local physical conditions in which the species occur, 947.
Regnault (V.), Rumford medal awarded to, 773.
Regnosaurus Northamptoni, 759.
Reptiles, structure and development of liver in, 694.
Respiration, mechanism of, 601.
—, function of the intercostal muscles in, 691; influenced by galvanic currents in the circulation, 735.
Retina, development of, 912; analogous to the cineritious matter of the brain, 914; and to the auditory membrane, 915.
Ribs, action of, in breathing, 602.
Ribton (H. P.) on Sir Isaac Newton’s method of finding the limits of the roots of equations, 630.
Rigg (R.), experimental evidence in support of the secretion of carbon by animals, 509.
—, on the formation or secretion of alkaline and earthy bodies by animals, 509.
—, experiments relative to animal temperature, &c., 628.
Robertson (J. D.), notice of, 475, 484.
Robinson (G.), account of some experiments exhibiting new instances of the absorbing power of streams; with a few remarks on the pulsation of jets, 510.
—, on some peculiarities of fructal digestion, 626.
Roccella taviota, colouring matters obtained from, 735; roccella Montagni, 736.
Roccellin, how obtained, 736.
Rodentia, structure of the dental tissues of; peculiarities confined mostly to the enamel; closure of the dentinal tubes, similar in the osseous tissue of deer, antlers, 951; colour in the terminal ends of enamel fibres; lamelliform arrangement of enamel fibres, distinct in various groups, 952.
Roget (Dr.), his address, 703.
Ronalds (E.), remarks on the extractive material of urine, and on the excretion of sulphur and phosphorus by the kidneys in an unoxidized state, 626.
Ronalds (F.) on photographic self-registering meteorological and magnetical instruments, 602.
Rosse (Earl of), observations on some of the nebule, 513.
—, letter to the American minister, conveying the vote of thanks concerning the search for Sir J. Franklin, 828.
—, observations on the nebule, 902.
Rotation of a rigid body round a fixed point, 797.
Royal medals, awarded to J. D. Forbes, 478; C. Wheatstone, 480; G. Boole, 522; T. Andrews, 523; G. B. Airy, 573; T. S. Beck, 575; M. Faraday, 635; R. Owen, 636; H. B. Jones, 702; W. R. Grove, 702; T. Galloway, 772; C. J. Hargreave, 773; Lieut.-Col. Sabine, 871; G. A. Mantell, 872; B. C. Brodie, 1011; T. Graham, 1011.
Royle (J. F.) on the Hyssop of Scripture, 510.
INDEX.

Rumford medals, awarded to M. Faraday, 635; V. Regnault, 773; F. J. D. Arago, 1011.

Sabine (Lieut.-Col.), contributions to terrestrial magnetism, No. VI., 507; No. VII., 622.
—, on the lunar atmospheric tide at St. Helena, 663.
—, on the diurnal variation of the magnetic declination of St. Helena, 664.
—, remarks on M. De la Rive’s theory for the physical explanation of the causes which produce the diurnal variation of the magnetic declination, 821.
—, memoir to accompany a map of the magnetic variation, for 1840, in the Atlantic Ocean, between the parallels of 60° N. and 60° S. latitude, 835, No. IX.
—, Royal medal awarded to, 871.
—, on the means adopted in the British colonial magnetic observatories for determining the absolute values, secular change, and annual variation of the magnetic force, 942.
Safety-lamp, presented to the Society by J. Hodgson, Esq., particulars of, 950.
Salts, binary composition of, 504; double, the two ions of the electrolyte evolved from, 505.
—, various diffusibility of, 898.
Sap, observations and experiments on the cause of ascent and motion of, 502.
Saussure (T. de), obituary notice of, 583.
Savage (T. S.), account of the desquamation and change of colour in a negro of Upper Guinea, West Africa, 623.
Schembein (C. F.), on the production of ozone by chemical means, 507, 508, 565.
—, on a new bleaching principle produced by the slow combustion of ether in atmospheric air, and by the rapid combustion of bodies in a jet of hydrogen gas, 543.
—, on spontaneous nitrification, 601.
Schwann (T.), Copley medal awarded to, 576.
Sea, remarkably large and luminous spot in, 475.
—, sudden rise and fall of, 495.
—, extraordinary oscillations of; electric discharges the presumed cause of, 962.
—, on the calling of, 968.
—, water, analysis of, 476.
Secondary compounds, electrolysis of, 504.
Sextant, protracting, account of, 563.
Sharp (W.), on the ashes of wheat, 554.

Ships, speed of, registered by column of mercury, 919.
—, superiority of iron for, 961.
Shortrede (R.), essays on hygrometry and barometry, 548.
—, on a formula for the elastic force of vapour at different temperatures, 738.
—, on the moist-bulb problem, 740.
Sibson (F.), on the mechanism of respiration, 601; on the blowhole of the porpoise, 604.
Simon (J.), on the comparative anatomy of the thyroid gland, 515.
Sirius and Procyon, observations on, 1005.
Smith (J. A.), suggestion intended to confirm Franklin’s theory of electrostatics, by explaining the phenomena of repulsion between bodies negatively electric, 630.
Smith (R.), on the decomposition and analysis of the compounds of ammonia and cyanogen, 599.
—, on the aurora borealis which occurred in November 1848, 790.
Smyth (C. P.), attempt to apply instrumental measurement to the zodiacal light, 761.
Smythies (J. K.), on the universal law of attraction, including that of gravitation, as a particular case of approximation deducible from the principle that equal and similar particles of matter move similarly, relatively to each other, 831.
Snow, a result of meteoric phenomena, 811.
Soda, phosphate of, more abundant in arterial than in venous blood, 677.
Soil, inorganic matters abstracted from, by plants, 551.
Solar radiation, different properties of, on silver plates coated with iodine, &c., 679.
—, spectrum, endowed with three different photogenic actions, 681.
—, system, proper motion of, 670.
Solutions, magnetic condition of, 593.
Somerville (M.), on the action of the rays of the spectrum on vegetable juices, 569.
Sound, emitted by the luminous voltaic arc when under magnetic influence; substances which produce it, 660.
South America, astronomical observations proposed to be made in, 768.
Specific gravities, new table of, 682.
Spectrum, solar, focus of photogenic rays in, 513; theory of certain bands seen in, 794.
Speculum, extraordinary, weight and dimensions of; power of, 963; strain and flexure of; supports of, 964.
Spinal marrow, brought into an electrogenic state by voltaic currents, 674.
Springs, wells, rivers of India and Egypt, and of the sea and table lands within the tropics, temperature of, 502.
Stanley (E., Bishop of Norwich), obituary notice of, 880.
Stars, southern, annual proper motion of; observations on, to determine the direction of the sun's motion, 671.
Static effects, production of, in voltaic battery, 501.
Steam, experiments to ascertain its effect on the compass of an iron vessel, 727.
—— vessels, incrustation of boilers of, consists principally of sulphate of lime, 830; carbonate most abundant in those plying along coasts or in shallow seas; means of prevention, 831.
——, temperature of and corresponding pressure, 941, 960.
Steel bars, deterioration of their magnetic powers, 562.
Stenhouse (J.), examination of the proximate principles of the lichens, 735.
——, examination of the proximate principles of some of the lichens, Part II., 811.
——, on the nitrogenous principles of vegetables as the sources of artificial alkaloids, 840.
——, on the oils produced by the action of sulphuric acid upon various classes of vegetables, 939.
Stevenson (W. F.) on the supposed properties of the electric and magnetic fluids, 611.
——, on the theory of vision, 565.
——, on the electric fluid, 625.
——, on phlogiston and the decomposition of water, 629.
——, on the peculiar cooling effects of hydrogen and its compounds in cases of voltaic ignition, 789.
Stokes (G. G.) on the theory of certain bands seen in the spectrum, supplement, 794.
St. Helena, lunar atmospheric tide at, 663.
Stomach, its movements in different states; diverse movement of the food and of the muscles, 785; two currents in the liquefied food; vomiting occasioned by obstructed bowel, 787.
Streams, new instances of absorbing power of, 510.
Sturgeon (W.) on a peculiar source of deterioration of the magnetic powers of steel bars, 562.
—— account of some experiments on the electro-culture of farm crops, 600.

Sulphur, voltaic action of, 557.
——, excreted by the kidneys, 626.
——, influence of, and of sulphuric acid and the sulphates on the urine, 796.
Sun's motion, direction and determination of; towards a point whose coordinates are ascertained, 670.
Sussex (H.R.H. Duke of), obituary notice of, 484.
Sykes (Lieut.-Col.), discussion of meteorological observations in India, 963.
Sympiesometer, ranges of, on board the Alfred in the river Plate, 509.

Tadpole, influence of physical agents on the development of; affected by food and temperature, not by absence of light, 949.
Taste, structure of the organ of, in vertebrate animals, 751.
——, organ of, in man, minute examination of, 803; epithelium, fungiform and conical papille, structure of; follicles of the inferior surface, 804.
Teeth, molar, of wart-hogs, development and homologies of, 916.
——, system of notation for, in the class mammalia, 917.
Telegraph, electric, experiments with, on terrestrial currents, 683.
——, magnetic, difference of longitude determined by; clocks compared by; signaling of star-transits by, from New York to Cambridge, 788.
Teleosauri, true position of the carotid foramina and posterior nostrils in, 927.
Telescope, Lord Rosse's, construction and power of, 963; dimensions and weight of the specula; cases of flexure in the metal; system of levers and of brass balls for the bed or support, 964.
Temperature, Boussingault's mode of ascertaining, 503.
——, changes of, produced by rarefaction and condensation of air, 517.
—— of man, fluctuations of, 564; in the tropics, 946.
Tendons, anatomy and physiology of the sheaths of, 621.
Tendrils, experiments on their curling, 684.
Terrestrial magnetism, contributions to, No. VI., 607; No. VII., 622.
Thermograph, 663.
Thermometer, description of, 550.
——, barometric, for the determination of relative heights, 597.
——, extraordinary height of, 625.
Thermometer, automatic registration of, by photography, 851.
Thermometrical observations made at the Royal Society, reduction of, 820, 925.
Thomas (H. L.), obituary notice of, 640.
Thomson (J.), obituary notice of, 641.
Thomson (W.), a mathematical theory of magnetism, 845, 975.
Thundercloud, phenomena of; analogy of, to electric battery, 721.
Thunderstorms, observations on, 827, 957.
Thymus bodies, origin, nature and functions of, 597.
Thyroid bodies, origin, nature and functions of, 597.
Thyroid gland, anatomy of; its presence in birds, fishes and reptiles; relation to the brain, 515.
Tides, laws of, on coast of Ireland, 539.
— of the Pacific; phenomena of, represented by rotatory or stationary undulations, 728; diurnal inequality of; enormous amount of, in the North, Pacific and Indian seas; separate movement of the diurnal and semi-diurnal waves, 729.
—, phenomena of, in the Irish and English channels; their similarity, 743.
—, in the Irish sea, experiments on, 743.
— of the English channel, further observations upon; remarks upon the laws by which the tidal streams of the English Channel and German Ocean appear to be governed, 817; identity of, in the eastern and western half; oscillation of point of slack water, 818; errors respecting the rotatory motion of, and the navigation of ships in the channel; causes of the errors; form and dimensions of the tide-wave, 819.
—, curves of, similar at different places; semi-annual series of heights a rule for other series of heights; springs longer above the mean high water than neaps below it, 916.
Tide observations, results of continuous, 916.
— streams, their meeting in Morecambe bay; differences of, in the Irish sea; course of, 744; similarity of those of the English and Irish channels, 745.
—, wave, upper portion falls quicker than the lower; amount of difference, 744; curves assumed by; causes of great height of, 745; time of reversed, on either side of the "node" or "hinge" of; situation of the nodes, 746.
Tin and iodine, compounds of, 565.

Tomes (J.) on the structure of the dental tissues of marsupial animals, and more especially of the enamel, 847.
— on the structure of the dental tissues of rodentia, 951.
Tongue, papillae of, differences in, 752; their action and uses, of various animals compared, 753.
—, structure and functions of the papillae of, 804.
Torpedo, electrical lobe of the brain of, 679.
Toynbee (J.) on the structure of the membrana tympani in the human ear, 968.
Transits, communication of, by electric telegraph, 1006.
Trincomalee, meteorological register kept at, in 1843-44, 511.
Triton, number of British species; mode of development of; reproduces lost parts at certain temperatures, 669.
—, influence of physical agents on the mode of development of, 949.
Tudor (J.), statement of the working of the compasses on board the Hon. E.I.C. iron steamer Pluto, &c., 749.
Turnor (Rev. C.), account of the Newtonian dial presented to the Royal Society, 513.

Urine, chemistry and alkalization of, 561; nitrogen in, mode of estimating, 590.
—, extractive material of, 626.
—, new substance in, during a case of molluscs ossium; loss of, equal to loss of blood, 673.
—, variations of the acidity of, 796; of the amount of uric acid; of the sulphates in; the influence of sulphuric acid, sulphur and the sulphates on, 797.
—, acidity of, influence of medicines on the; acidity hindered by liquor potassae, alkalization produced by tartrate of potash, acidity increased by tartaric acid, 825.
—, on the so-called chylos; constituents of and experiments on, 930; effects of rest and food on the secretions of, 931; changes in, independent of digestion; not the result of accumulation of fat in the blood, 932.
—, variations of the sulphates and phosphates in, in disease; in acute chorea, delirium, sulphates increased, phosphates diminished, inflammation of nervous structures, an increase of both; no alteration where the nervous and muscular structures remain un-
affected, 958; oxalic acid in, indicative of disease, 979.
Urine, second appendix to a paper on the variations of the acidity of; effects of volatile distinct from those of fixed alkali, 959.
Usnic acid, 738.
Uterus, dissections of the nerves of, 562; nervous ganglia of, 560.
———, further researches on nervous system of, 609.
———, virgin, ganglia and nerves of, 661.
———, structure and use of the ligamentum rotundum of; changes in, during uterine gestation, 936; each extstus furnished with its own set of expulsory fibres, 937.

Vanessa urticae, lost parts reproduced in, 516.
Vapour, elastic force of; at different temperatures, 738.
Varnish, to protect the iron of ships, prevents electro-chemical action, 754.
Vegetable juices, action of rays on, 569.
Vegeto-alkali, artificial formation of, 542.
Veins, development of the great anterior in man and mammalia; analogies of the coronary sinus, left vena cava, and left vena azygos in different animals; metamorphosis of, in the embryos of the Sheep, Guinea pig and the human fetus; classification of subordinate groups, 843; the Cuvierian fold; transverse branch across the neck characteristic of all mammalia; three principal groups of, 844.
Vesicular vapours, microscopic observations on; consist of minute globules, 628.
Vision, theory of, 565.
Voice, human, physiology of, 624; combines actions of various instruments, 625.
Volcanic rocks, phosphoric acid, component of, 509.
Voltaic arc, researches on; influence of magnetism on, 659; particles of metal transported by; colour produced in the process; sound emitted by, 660.
———, battery, new form of highest power, 661.
———, application of carbon as negative plate of, 928.
———, current, produces an electrogenic condition of the nerves, 668, 674.
———, ignition, phenomena of, 657.
———, effect of surrounding media on, 783.
———, cooling effects of hydrogen in cases of, 789.

Voltameter, reabsorption of mixed gases in, 667.

Waller (A.), microscopic observations on the so-called vesicular vapours of water, &c., 628.
———, minute structure of the organ of taste in vertebrate animals, p. 1, 751.
———, minute examination of the organ of taste in Man, 803.
———, experiments on the section of the glossopharyngeal and hypoglossal nerves of the frog; and observations on the alterations produced thereby in the structure of their primitive fibres, 924.
Ward (W. S.) on some phenomena and motions of metals under the influence of magnetic force, 855.
Water battery, description of an extensive series of, 500; additional note on, 507.
Water, spherules of, in vapour, 628; theory of its decomposition, 629.
———, decomposed into its constituents by heat, 657; how affected by catalysis; composed or decomposed by ignited platinum; experiments on, with iridium, osmium and silica; spheroidal state of, intermediate between that of ebullition and decomposition, 658.
———, decomposed by a new form of voltaic battery, 661.
———, solvent property of, when impregnated with carbonic acid, 674.
———, on the gaseous transformation of, by means of a pile in two separate compartments, having no other electric communication between them besides conducting wires of copper, and giving, in the one oxygen alone, and hydrogen alone in the other; water not a compound or oxide, but a first element, 911.
Waterston (J. J.) on the physics of media that are composed of free and perfectly elastic molecules in a state of motion, 604.
Watkins (Rev. C. F.), account of the aurora borealis of the 17th of November 1848, 809.
Watt (James), bust of, 482, 520.
Wax, chemical researches on the nature of, 748.
———, from China, chemical nature of, 754; constituents and analysis of, 755.
Weber (W.), his electro-dynamometer, 863.
Weld (C. R.), appointed Assis. Sec., 496.
———, history of the mace given to the
Royal Society by King Charles the Second, 612.
Westmoreland, meteorology of, 757; quantity of rain in the lake districts, 757, 816; mild temperature, 816, 952.
Wheat, on the ashes of, 554.
Wheatstone (C.), royal medal awarded to, 480.
Whewell (Rev. W.), tide researches, thirteenth series; on the tides of the Pacific, 728.
——, tide researches, fourteenth series, on the results of continued tide observations at several places on the British coasts, 915.
Wilmott (Capt. F. E.), account of a remarkably large and luminous spot in the sea, 475.
Wilson (Erasmus), researches into the structure and development of a newly-discovered parasitic animalcule of the human skin, the Entozoon folliculorum, 495.

Wilson (Erasmus) on the structure of the ultimate fibril of the muscle of animal life, 514.
——, observations on the growth and development of the epidermis, 563.
Williamson (W. C.) on the microscopic structure of the scales and dermal teeth of some ganoid and placoid fish, 837.
——, investigations into the structure and development of the scales and bones of fishes, 969.
Winds and movements of the barometer, connection between, 556.
Wöhler (F.), account of compact aluminium, 548.
Wood, devoid of nitrogen, bearing of this fact on the origin of coal, 842.
Wrangham (Archdeacon), obituary notice of, 489.
Young (J. R.) on the analysis of numerical equations, 854.
Zodiacal light, instrumental measurement applied to, 761.
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